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Abstract
DNA microarrays allow the measurement of transcript activities for thousands of genes in parallel. Most commonly, a particular sample of interest is
studied next to a neutral control, examining relative changes (ratios).
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a promising modern method
for the analysis of such experiments. The condition of ICA algorithms can,
however, depend on the characteristics of the examined data, making algorithm properties like robustness specific to the given application domain. To
address the lack of studies examining the robustness of ICA applied to microarray measurements, we report on the stability of variational Bayesian
ICA in this domain.
Microarray data are usually preprocessed and transformed. We hence
first examined alternative transforms and data selections for the smallest
modelling reconstruction errors. Log-ratio data are reconstructed better than
non-transformed ratio data by our linear model with a Gaussian error term.
To compare ICA results we must allow for ICA invariance under rescaling
and permutation of the extracted signatures, which hold the loadings of the
original variables (gene transcript ratios) on particular latent variables. We
introduced a method to optimally match corresponding signatures between
sets of results.
The stability of signatures was then examined after (1) repetition of the
same analysis run with different random number generator seeds, and (2) repetition of the analysis with partial data sets. Both the effects of dropping
a proportion of the gene transcript ratios, and of dropping measurements
for several samples have been studied. In summary, signatures with a high
relative data power were very likely to be retained, resulting in an overall
stability of the analyses.
Our analysis of 63 yeast wild type vs wild type experiments, moreover,
yielded ten reliably identified signatures, demonstrating that the variance
observed is not just noise.
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function compare_signature_sets(Sigma,Tau):
Sigma = sort_signatures_by_relative_data_power(Sigma);
Tau
= sort_signatures_by_relative_data_power(Tau);
P_IPF
= permutation_matrix_by_IPF(Sigma,Tau);
P_constr = construct_best_guess_permutation_matrix(P_IPF);
Tau_new = P_constr * Tau;
S
= similarity_matrix(Sigma,Tau_new);
stats
= analyse_similarity_matrix(S);
return(stats);
Figure 1 : Signature set comparison, algorithm overview.
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function construct_best_guess_permutation_matrix(P_IPF);
map = zeros;
P = P_IPF;
repeat
for row_index = 1 to number_of_rows(P)
alias row
= row_of(P,row_index);
column_index = index(max(row),row);
alias column = column_of(P,column_index);
if max(row) >= max(column) and max(row)>threshold
column = zeros;
row = zeros;
map(row_index) = column_index;
end_if
end_for
until no_changes_to_P;
for row_index = 1 to number_of_rows(P)
column_index = index(row_index,map);
if not column_index
free_column_index = index(0,map);
map(free_column_index) = row_index;
end_if
end_for
for row_index = 1 to number_of_rows(P)
alias row = row_of(P,row_index);
column_index = index(row_index,map);
row = zeros;
row(column_index) = 1;
end_for
return(P);
Figure 2 : Construction of a best guess permutation matrix, algorithm
overview. This procedure assumes that the input signatures have been sorted
by a measure of relative importance (e. g., relative data power). The first loop
is also aborted after a specified maximum number of iterations.
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Figure 3 : Scatterplots of error measures for (non-transformed) ratios, showing the worst 5% of the data. The graphs plot the relationships between
various error measures and the (non-transformed) ratio data. The error
measures shown are: experimental error estimates (empirical data errors),
standard deviations for the reconstructed data from Ensemble Learning, and
reconstruction errors (original minus data reconstructed from the model).
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Figure 4 : Scatterplots of error measures for (non-transformed) ratios, excluding the worst 5% of the data. A random 5% subset of the remaining
data has been plotted. The scales of the panels show the ranges of the entire
remaining data. Also see legend of Fig. 3 on the page before.

